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Create workspaces that work

Why choose Adapt?

Adapt Global Group was formed in 1996 with the ethos that workplaces should
adapt and evolve with the people who work in them, not the other way around.
Great places to work create a happier, more engaged workforce and this in turn
boosts health, wellbeing, productivity and profitability.
The design and development of all Adapt Global Group’s products and solutions
are underpinned by our brand promise:
•
•
•
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Future-proof Customised
designs
solutions

Customer
support

Product
continuity

Lifetime
guarantee

Sustainable
solutions

Provide products and solutions that adapt to your workplace needs today,
tomorrow and in the future.
To offer quality, style and value, without compromising on ergonomics.
Offer a first-class, global service.
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There’s a new generation of
open plan office…
Recent years saw a shift away from the traditional open plan office
layout towards activity-based working. Fast forward to 2020 and the
Covid-19 pandemic has meant that completely open plan working is
now a thing of the past.
Employers are faced with a new office challenge; to find the balance
between minimising the risk of germs spreading in the workplace and
maximising employee productivity.

The flex office
With most companies now promoting flexible
working, it’s essential that workstations are
adaptable to meet the needs of each user and
social distancing is encouraged.
To achieve this balance, real estate developers,
interior designers and design companies are
developing floor plans that allow employees to
work in the way they need.
A flex office combines private offices, cubicles
and conference rooms with open,
communal spaces. It offers a balance between
team friendly layouts and breakout spaces.
Kinisi desking solutions can be adapted to
create different workspaces within an open
plan office, creating a safer, productive
environment.
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Working Zones

Kinisi Desking Solutions

Focus

Straight

Team

Corner

Collaboration

Honeycomb

Privacy
Rejuvenation
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Focus

Team

Use Kinisi desking solutions to create different working
zones within your office environment.

Pod

Quiet zone

Project

Customer service
Hot desking

Mobile working

Touchdown
Meeting

Product development
Creative
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Collaboration

Sales

Guest pods

Semi-private office

Contact centre

Confidential

Privacy
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Team
A team is a group of individuals working together to achieve a
common goal. Create workspaces that foster team spirit, from
high-energy sales environments to dedicated project zones
that require a mix of focus and collaboration.

39%

of surveyed employees
believe that people in their
own organisation don’t
collaborate enough.
Source: Visix.com
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Focus
Focus zones are quieter spaces in a busy open plan
environment where you can escape distractions and
concentrate. They are also useful for touchdown
working, where visitors who do not have a permanent
desk can work from.

70%

of employees feel distracted
while at work.
Survey by Udemy
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Collaboration
For any business to achieve success, collaboration is key.
Collaborating helps to generate new ideas, keep
employees engaged and improves efficiency. Informal
breakout areas create places to exchange ideas, while
clusters of desks without dividing panels facilitate open
communication.

86%

of employees and executives
cite lack of collaboration or
ineffective communication
for workplace failures.
Source: Salesforce
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Privacy
Kinisi’s integrated acoustic panel options help you
define private spaces within your open plan office. They
reduce the impact of disturbances, enabling you to stay
focused.

58%
of problem-solving
employees say they need
more quiet work spaces.

Survey by the iOpener Institute for People and Performance
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Kinisi helps create a hygienic workplace
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the way we work and how workspaces are used. To help maintain hygiene in
the workplace, we offer a variety of optional features to enhance your Kinisi products.
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Sneeze guards

Sealed worktops

Panel tops

Antimicrobial fabrics

Workstations can include glass or acrylic sneeze
guards that move up and down with the worktop for
added protection. They also create partitions
between Kinisi freestanding desks.

All Kinisi products are available with sealed laminate
worktops, making them easy to clean and maintain.

Kinisi panel desks can be topped with glass or acrylic
screens, adding further height to the panels. This
provides extra protection when the worker is
standing, whilst still offering visibility across the
office.

To reduce the spread of germs, Kinisi panels can be
covered in your choice of antimicrobial fabric.
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Move more while
you work

Kinisi freestanding desk solutions
This popular desk is perfect for team working and
collaboration. Freestanding Kinisi is cleverly designed
with the support beam at the back for extra rigidity,
while offering more leg room than traditional sit-stand
desks.
Available in Straight or Corner options:
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For a safer
workplace

Safe Sense anti-pinch technology
helps create a safer workplace

The Kinisi desking range is fitted (or can be retrofitted)
with Safe Sense™ as standard. Safe Sense is a unique
anti-pinch technology that detects collisions before they
happen.

Kinisi is the only height adjustable desk on
the market with anti-pinch technology.
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Your space.
Your choice.

Kinisi panel desk solutions
At Adapt Global Group we believe employee health and
wellbeing should remain at the heart of your workplace
layout. While some people thrive in open plan offices,
others perform better in a private or semi-private space.
By combining these layouts, your employees can find
the ideal work environment to suit their task.
Choose from Straight, Corner and Honeycomb style
workstations, with the option to customise panels and
worktops to meet your needs.
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Workspaces that work now
and in the future…
With Adapt’s height adjustable desking solutions you
don’t need to compromise on quality, style or safety.

Acoustic panels

Memory function

Panel mounted legs

Kinisi panel desks offer protection against
background noise and visual distractions. Panels also
help to create a barrier against the spread of germs.

Record the height settings for up to three people.
This is especially useful in environments used for desk
sharing or mobile working.

Integrated legs create a clean floor area and more
space under the desk.

A leg system built to last
Our unique height adjustable leg system has been
designed so that you can enjoy the benefits:
•
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Power and cable management

Modular design

Customisation

Integrated cable management reduces the risk of
tripping over loose wires. Built-in sockets allow easy
distribution of power and data.

Add and reconfigure workstations cost-effectively
as your business grows. Workstations are quick and
simple to assemble, disassemble and move.

Mix and match from an extensive range of panel
colours and workstation finishes. Panels can be
covered with antimicrobial fabric, for added hygiene.

•
•
•

Curved forms and tight tolerances help achieve
strength and stability
Engineering excellence produces smooth and
quiet motion
Aluminium construction reduces weight and
improves recyclability
Modular construction offers ultimate
reconfigurability and ease of maintenance
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Choose your Kinisi
configuration
Straight:
This best-selling desk configuration is ideally suited to a
wide range of office environments and creating
different working zones.
Add acoustic panels to improve visual privacy and
reduce the impact of distractions.

Corner:
This spacious workstation lets you position
potential distractions, such as mobile phones, outside
your field of vision, helping to improve focus and
concentration levels.
The L-shape of the desk allows you to divide it into
working zones between computer based, paper-based
and telephone activities.
Choose the integrated panel option to improve visual
privacy and reduce the impact of distractions.

This workstation is compact and efficient. It’s deep work
surface provides ample workspace. The integrated
panels offer protection against distractions.
This makes them a popular choice for busy
environments such as call centres and offices where
space is at a premium.

1270

Panel height (mm)

Honeycomb:

Panel widths (mm) 1230 900 800 700
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Endless possibilities…
Customise your Kinisi workstation with your choice of fabrics, finishes and accessories.
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Technical information

Kinisi Freestanding

Kinisi Panels

Straight (mm)

Corner (mm)

Straight (mm)

Corner (mm)

Honeycomb (mm)

Overall Width

1200/1400/1600/1800

1600/1800

Overall Width

1350/1520/1720/1920

1720/1920

1330/1510/1690

Overall Depth

800

1600/1800

Overall Depth

760/860/960

1720/1920

1210/1260/1310

Overall Height

1270

1270

1270

Height Range of Work Surface

616 -1247 (to the underside of the work surface)

Height Range of Work Surface 616 to 1247 (to the underside of the work surface)
Frames – Aluminium Extrusion
Product Material

Worktop – MFC

Frames – Aluminium Extrusion

*Laminated sealed worktops available for added hygiene.
Standard Product Colours
Additional Product Colours

Work Surface Dimensions

Frames – Black, White, Platinum

Panels – Fabric Wrapped Polyester Board
Worktop – MFC

Work Surface – White

*Laminated sealed worktops available for added hygiene.

Mix and match from an extensive range of finishes.

Frames – Black, White, Platinum

1200x800

1600x1600x800

1400x800

1800x1800x800

Standard Product Colours

Panel Trim – White
Panels – Taupe
Work Surface – White

1600x800
1800x800

Weight/Load Capacity

100kg

Cable Management

Comes with cable spine and cable basket as standard.

Additional Options

Product Material

150kg

Additional Product Colours

Desks can be mounted with acrylic or glass panels for extra protection.

Mix and match from an extensive range of panel colours and workstation finishes.
Panels are available with antimicrobial fabrics for added hygiene.
1220x600

12701590x1590x780

1200x940

1220x780

1790x1790x780

1380x990

1390x600
Work Surface Dimensions

1560x1040

1390x780
1590x600
1590x780
1790x600
1790x780

Weight/Load Capacity

100kg

Cable Management

Comes with cable spine and cable basket as standard.

150kg

100kg

Panels are available with base mounted electrics.
Additional Options

Desks can be mounted with acrylic or glass panels for extra protection.
Fabric panels can be mounted with glass or acrylic to minimise the spread of germs.
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adapt
Create workspaces that work

Solutions to build modern commercial spaces more quickly and efficiently.

Unlock workspace potential.

Ergonomic consultancy and software to improve employee health and productivity.

www.adapt-global.com
Adapt Global Group I www.adapt-global.com
All prices are exclusive of VAT and delivery
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